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Abstract
In a recent letter[1], several electromagnetic mass difference formulae
for baryons were presented. However, because the derivation did not
include important colormagnetic terms, the mass relations do not correctly
give isospin mass splittings for the baryons. Correct mass formulae were
published some time ago in a model independent approach that was more
general and correct than the approach in this letter. In this Comment, the
errors in the letter are pointed out and some correct formulae presented.
In a recent letter(YKP)[1], electromagnetic mass differences of SU(3) baryons
were calculated using a “model-independent approach” within a chiral soliton
model. In this Comment we point out that the formulae in the paper do not
represent the complete isospin breaking mass differences. By limiting the cal-
culation to purely electromagnetic interactions, the letter leaves out important
QCD hyperfine (or “colormagnetic”) mass splitting, The QCD splitting was
first introduced in 1975[2], and shown to be comparable in size to the electro-
magnetic splitting in 1982[3]. The importance of the QCD splitting was well
known at the time, but seems to have been forgotten over the years. Because
of the omission of these QCD terms, most of the mass relations in YKP do not
represent the full isotopic splitting.
Correct versions of mass relations for baryons in the quark model were de-
rived in the 1960’s[4, 5, 6]. Even though these mass relations predated the
introduction of the QCD terms, they correctly included the QCD effect because
of the model independence of the relations. It was shown in Refs. [4] and [5]
that there are nine baryon mass relations, generally in agreement with exper-
iment, that follow for any dynamical quark-quark interaction for ground state
baryons composed of three quarks in the SU(3) octet and decuplet states of
SU(6). The restriction to SU(6) states, or any group symmetry, was removed
in Ref. [6], using only the spin dependence of the ground state baryons. It was
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shown there that, with antisymmetry in another degree of freedom (“hidden
spin” or “color”), there were eighteen “ground state” baryons (that is, three
quark baryons with no orbital angular momentum), with eight having spin 1/2
and ten having spin 3/2. The only symmetry needed was the angular momen-
tum addition of three spin 1/2 quarks. This can be summarized by the following
statement:
The eighteen ground state baryons are composed of spin one half
quarks with charges +2/3, -1/3, -1/3, whose three quark wave func-
tion is antisymmetric in the color degree of freedom, and has no
orbital angular momentum.
Notice that no mention need be made of any internal group symmetry, not
SU(6), SU(3), or even SU(2) isospin. The resulting eighteen ground state
baryons are given in Eqs. (1) and (2) of Ref. [6], and are shown to be the usual
octet and decuplet baryons (but with no symmetrization of the wave functions).
With the additional assumption of only one-body and two-body quark interac-
tion energy contributions, the nine mass relations follow for the ground state
baryons. Any calculation that includes these minimal assumptions should be
consistent with these nine mass relations, independently of the specific quark-
quark dynamics. Mass relations have subsequently been derived for charmed[7]
and heavier[8] baryons, which are generally in agreement with experiment.
We now look at some of the mass relations derived in YKP. Equation (21)
is (using the particle symbols for their masses)
p− n = (Σ+ − Σ−)− (Ξ0 − Ξ−). (1)
This is the well known Coleman-Glashow (C-G) relation, which is correct, but
its interpretation is wrong. YKP states “Note that even though we consider the
EM corrections, the C-G relation is still preserved.” Yet the C-G relation was
originally derived in much the same way as in YKP, assuming group properties
of purely electromagnetic interactions. In fact the C-G relation does not need
the restriction to electromagnetic interactions in its derivation. It is shown in
Ref. [6] that it follows from the minimal assumptions stated above.
Equation (22) of YKP consists of two mass relations that are not given in
Refs. [4]-[6]. Although YKP states “These two mass relations are well satisfied
with the experiment data.”, this is not the case. The left and right sides in
Eq. (22) differ by 27 MeV, which is about what it would be without their
electromagnetic corrections. In looking at the baryon combinations in Eq. (22),
it can be seen that the exclusion of important colormagnetic terms invalidate the
mass relations. Their equation (23), which is the sum of the two mass relations
in Eq. (22), can be written as
2(N + Ξ)− 3Λ0 − Σ =
2
3
(Σ+ +Σ− − 2Σ0), (2)
(−26) (1.6)
where the bar over the symbol denotes an average over charge states, and we
have put the experimental energy in MeV in parenthesis. This is close to Eq.
2
(24) of Ref. [6], which is
2(N + Ξ)− 3Λ0 − Σ = ∆+Ω− − Σ
∗
− Ξ
∗
. (3)
(−26) (−14)
Each of these equations represents a correction to the well known Gell-Mann
Okubo formula[10] which has the right hand side equal to zero. The reader can
judge which formula is more reasonable. Equation (2) is so far off because the
left hand side includes colormagnetic interaction terms, while the right hand
side is purely electromagnetic. Equation (3) has colormagnetic terms on each
side. The residual error in Eq. (3) can be attributed to a small difference in the
spatial wave functions of the spin 3/2 and spin 1/2 baryons. The other formula
in Ref. [6] relating spin 3/2 to spin 1/2 baryons is off by 25 MeV.
There are four mass relations in YKP for the spin 3/2 baryons, none of
which are given in Ref. [6]. Three of them are for ∆ charge states, and cannot
be reasonably compared to experiment because of experimental uncertainty.
Their relation
Σ∗0 − Σ∗− = Ξ∗0 − Ξ∗− (4)
(−3.5± 1.1) (−3.8± .7)
agrees with experiment, although the experimental uncertainty is large. How-
ever, while the electromagnetic interaction terms are the same on each side of
the equation, the colormagnetic terms are different. There are two isospin split-
ting mass relations in Ref. [6] that relate decuplet masses to octet masses, but
they involve more complicated linear combinations. They are satisfied within
large experimental errors. There are also three mass relations between decuplet
baryons in Ref. [6], but they all involve ∆ charge states, and can’t be tested.
In summary, the mass relations and presumably other results in YKP are
flawed because they do not include colormagnetic interaction terms.
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